DAVID ALLEN CERTIFIED LAUNCHES AOG COVID-19 AIRCRAFT
DECONTAMINATION & CLEANING SERVICES
ORLANDO – April 2, 2020
David Allen, founder of The Allen Groupe and David Allen Certified™ launches AOG
COVID-19 Aircraft Decontamination and Cleaning Services in response to growing
commercial and private aviation industry safety concerns.
“We have been providing COVID-19 aircraft decontamination and cleaning services
throughout the United States since the outbreak of this pandemic. Furthermore, we
have mobilized our expert staff to also now provide AOG COVID-19 services with a
guaranty to reach your aircraft anywhere in the US within 8-24hrs from receiving the
“Request for Services” call” states Mr. Allen.
Team members are understanding the risk as they continue to provide essential
aviation services across the aviation industry. Leaders are taking many measures to
safeguard their employees. With over 30 years of cleaning expertise, choosing David
Allen Certified™ for aircraft decontamination and cleaning services can help safeguard
your team members.
David Allen Certified™ decontamination processes follow the NBAA Guidelines for
disinfection using EPA Registered and Aviation Approved products to clean and
disinfect airplanes, facilities and corporate assets to prevent the spread of infectious
diseases including COVID- 19.
They will dispatch a Rapid Response team to arrive within 8 to 24 hours to clean and
disinfect an aircraft, facility or corporate asset with a known illness to prevent
contamination to other crew and team members.
In addition, the Rapid Response apply a secondary Aviation Approved product that
provides protection against the spread of the infectious diseases including the
Coronavirus for a minimum of a week and in some areas of the aircraft for up to one
month.

Timeliness matters to ensure the safety of employees and customers when an aircraft
has encountered and/or could encounter a person whom has tested positive with
COVID-19. This innovative new AOG Aircraft Decontamination and Cleaning Services
with its long-lasting preventive properties is another line of safeguarding defense
against the Coronavirus for crew members, aviation services employees and
customers.
For additional information on protecting your aircraft fleet, passengers and crew
members, contact David Allen at david@allengroupe.eu.

